
Stockholm
T W O  P E R F E C T  D A Y S  I N

 

Breakfast 
Grab a kaffee along with a delicious Kanelbulle or the famous cinnamon buns to power up for a busy
day ahead. 

Free Tour Stockholm
These usually start before noon and let you cover a decent amount of ground. With only one day, this is
your best bet to see the most in a short amount of time. 
If you cannot catch the tour, start your day exploring Gamla Stan instead. The old town is full of
cobblestone streets, cute restaurants, shops and also a lot of history! 

Lunch
You need to try meatballs with some lingonberries for lunch. Add pickled herring to the table as well
for a really traditional experience. Find a good local place and indulge in some Swedish delicacies.

Djurgarden
There is a ton of activities on the island for almost any interest. Visiting Vasa museum which houses
the big ship is one of the most popular activities there. Other notable attractions are Nordic, Viking
and Abba Museum. Skansen, an open-air activity more geared toward the younger crowd is also
located there. 

Dinner
Maybe you want more meatballs or some delicious warm soup for dinner? Or the famous Jansson's
Temptation or a Raggmunk? Pick a nice place depending on your budget and end your stay with a
fancy meal of some traditional Swedish dishes.

Trädgården
Visiting in the summer, you must visit this place. It is an outdoor club/mini festival. Unfortunately,
prepare to wait in a queue for a bit but it will totally worth seeing.

Day 1
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Day 2
Breakfast

You simply need more Kanelbulles. Maybe it is not the most Swedish thing to eat for breakfast but how
can you resist this little piece of heaven.

Drottningholm Palace
Take the metro over to this nearby attraction. It is worth seeing for its beauty and the gardens inspired by
Versailles. There are tours offered inside which give you a nice overview of its history

Food Tour
This is a very awesome option for Stockholm. It takes about 3 hours and not only do you get to sample
traditional bites but also learn about their origins. The food tour also includes some additional history and
fun facts about the city. Prepare to walk around a lot!
If you're looking for a more adventurous afternoon, another unique option is the kayaking tour around the
city!

Sunset walk along Strandvagen Boulevard
Stockholm days are really long in the summer and really short in the winter. If you are visiting during the
summer months, take a stroll along the boulevard for some people watching. Grab a drink and dinner at
an open-air restaurant.
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